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Musical Mayhem
Week Seven
“Wild Thing”
by X
(Wild n Wacky)

Monday- Welcome all you “wild things”!!! Splashing in the water is a beautiful beginning to our 
week. Today we made some wild art. The children made scribble pictures, colored them, and 
then added acrylic gemstones to throw in some bling. We also played the silly game Feed the 
Woosle. in this game you get to move in silly ways while balancing a yukky snack (something 
only a woosle would eat) on a spoon. Can you make it to the woosle’s mouth without dropping 
it? It was fun to play and fun to watch.
Tuesday- The children turned into chefs today by baking a cake and then decorating it with 
wild and crazy sprinkles and such…Another activity was creating a lift the flap safari game. The 
children used animal stickers and created a jungle path for a fun game of finding the animals.
Wednesday- We had a great trip to Bill Yeck Park where we went on 
a creek walk. The children found all kinds of “wild” creek life wondering 
the creek. We had our very own naturalists help us explore and identify 
some amazing creatures. The children found snails, snail eggs, shells, 
fossils and one very shy snake. We had to play the quiet game with 
the snake, when the children stood very still and quiet the snake stuck 
it’s head out for a while and gave us a good long gaze. All of us were 
amazed at how long it watched us. 
Thursday- Today we read the story Where the Wild Things Are. This 
story is a classic and the children absolutely loved it. Our activity took 
most of the day when we weren’t playing or eating. The teachers traced 
the children on big sheets of paper and the children turned their full 
body silhouettes into their very own wild things. FUN, FUN, FUN!!! 
Friday- LET THE WILD RUMPUS BEGIN (just like Max and the wild 
things). That’s right, our campers paraded through the whole school and 
around the playground causing quite a RUMPUS! We all made our own crowns so we could be 
kings and queens of the wild things. We had music with Ms. Mary and celebrated Shabbat to 
finish this fun wild week.

Your Camp Counselors,
Ms. Diane & Ms. Katie


